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About This Game

Help Piggy Princess escape from prison!. Use physics and objects of each scenario to solve puzzles and release Princess. She
loves to eat beans, so with help from their flatulences she will can fly and escape each game level.

A fun game that combines the ability to solve physics puzzles to reach the exit of each stage along with the ability to launch the
Princess across the scenery. Intelligently uses the objects in each scenery to pass each level.

Enjoy beatiful graphics playing more than 50 amazing levels.
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For the price, it's not a bad game at all.

It's kind of cutesy and amusing and has some city-building elements along with patches of story. It's a bit shallow and a lot of the
options like where you build things are fixed. Your path of growth is more or less laid out for you.

The graphics, however, are quite nice and the characters are adorable. The atmosphere and lack of urgency is relaxing. It's, in
every sense of the word, a casual game. It's also a gentle introduction to city-building for someone who has never played one
before and isn't sure they want to drop $10-20 on one of the more genre-defining titles. Like I mentioned before, the city-
building aspect is rather limited, but it's quaint.

You get what you pay for and it's not a bad game to add to your collection.. I've been playing this game for almost 5 hours and
have been enjoying it greatly. I'm not a hardcore tactical gamer but I have enjoyed playing XCOM enemy within and XCOM2.

The things I like most about Shock Tactics is the level design. The levels are very unique interesting and reminiscient of
contruction sites. The levels often include enemies in an elevated position that I'm forced to assault.

So far, I also like the pacing of the game. I've cleared most of the levels I've played in about 20 minutes which is the right lenght
of time for me. Certain story missions take longer which I think helps to emphasize their importance in the story.

. It feels like this game isn't finished but it has all the core fundamentals which are required. It has a fairly nice variety of
weapons and the track layouts are fun to play. There's not really any point in playing multiplayer without the "equal ships"
setting because you aren't allowed to choose your ship, so you will probably be at a disadvantage to others otherwise.
For \u00a31 I think this was a good purchase for a quick bit of fun, but I think if they polished it up and added some features
which you would expect, like background music in multiplayer, a better multiplayer chat system, the ability to change server
settings without starting a new server, an end-game timer for slower players, the ability to do something rather than stare at the
leaderboard until the next game, etc., then it would be worth its normal \u00a33.. Kitten Adventures in City Park is a short and
simple point and click game. The art style caught my attention, and while clearly made for younger children, it was an adorable
little experience. The achievements (which each have cute icons depicting the style of the game) aren't difficult either; they are
all unlocked by just finishing different portions of the game.
<3

Whie Kitten Adventures in City Park itself is free, there is also a bonus content pack that can be bought to support the devs,.
The ONLY good american train. Sorry, I meant 'OK', it's not that good.. This video game allows you to fight zombies in a
different way, and you basically play two roles at the same time: the zombie and the hunter. Including items which strenghten
your character, you can spend hours playing this game and trying to beat your last score in any of the different modes. If you
like zombies, this game must be in your steam library.. This game is pretty good. However for people looking for more actual
racing you might want to skip it unless you like brawling with cars. It gets frustrating for someone looking for just good solid
racing to get a mix of racing, gate hunting, gate claiming, capture the flag, return the flag, Greed, and persuit. On a side note I
love capture the flag it's like a moving demolition derby track. Pretty fun. On the hate I HATE I STRAIGHT HATE PERSUIT
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oh and GREED. Both are annoying and seem to last ten times longer than you could ever want.

However on giving it a mix of ideas and good wrecking and monster trucks and all that good crash smash fun. I could
recommend it.

As a bonus warning the maps loop they seem bigger cause your circling or portalling right back to the same areas. The
opponents use this to crazy advantage in certain game modes like Greed that makes you want to put your fist through your
screen. Just a heads up. However if your a decent driver you should be able to one up them most of the time. I got gold on most
of the attempts first try. Many of them without upgrades, but upgrades are nice.
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Fun as hell. Things can get really crazy on that game.
I recommend getting the 4-pack because there is no one playing.
It's worth a shot though.. Great game, but has it's flaws and is not completed in plot part. Still should play it. Must have for Tron
fans.. This game has all the things it shouldn't have:

\u2022 A lot of exploding and flying stuff.

\u2022 A lot of things happening without clear reason (I feel like sometimes blocks are disappearing, and maybe appearing on
their own)

\u2022 Toys - what is this even for?

\u2022 Twitter support

\u2022 Lifes

While lacking things the game like this should have:

\u2022 Online scoreboard

\u2022 Decent help

\u2022 Clear rules

\u2022 A tutorial?

Basically its dr. mario with so much twists and effects that it's no longer easy to pick-up.. needs some work as low content, until
this has further updates I would avoid. Given no updates since feb i'm not happy.. In short, Eastshade is a rewardingly unique
experience.

You are a traveling painter tasked with finding and painting some of your late mother's favorite locations. The gameplay
mechanic of framing the composition of paintings was for me a treat. But the beautiful vast open world and colorful cast of
characters were what kept me engaged. There were a variety of side quests to keep busy with, and these were surprisingly
entertaining. More than simple fetch quests some unfolded in unexpected ways, affecting multiple characters or outcomes. The
game was nearly bug-free during my playthrough, with nothing tarnishing the overall polish.

I will caution that this game is best enjoyed only by a certain type of person. If you're only interested in fast-paced, action-based
experiences, you'll likely be bored. If you are open for a slower, meditative, beautiful experience, however, don't hesitate to give
this a try. I found it a refreshing breath of fresh air, and I hope it ignites a new genre.

All in all, Eastshade was relaxed and contemplative. A journey I truly enjoyed every second of.. great program that is pretty easy
to use, only down fall as of right now is that it does not have many tutorials... Review originally posted at Apoch's Metal
Review.

Despite all the advancements in gaming today, the indie development world still manages to turn out some fairly simple games
for those looking for a breather from the big name franchises of today. This is the case with Dodge, an Action\/Puzzle style
title from independent publisher and developer named Yokcos. According to the official blog, it's a game that was
"crafted in forty eight hours" through Game Maker, as well as SFXR to create the audio. The venture has received a
fair deal of praise from users and the media alike for being an example of "minimalism" in a complicated world, but
does Dodge have anything to offer gamers today, or is it actually something far more pointless?

Dodge is, by all accounts, a truly minimalistic experience. The core concept is simple: Avoid the incoming obstacles.
You are presented a limited grid and are allowed to move frequently on it, as well as move off the edge to appear on the
opposite side. There's also two different ways to play. The main allure is "Infinity", which is essentially a survival
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mode that pits you on a three-by-three field against various obstacles such as the bullets and random lines that can
block your path to safety. There's also various short levels you can tackle, forcing you to stay alive until a rich block
outline appears, which you need to let make contact with you in order to finish the stage. There is a total of thirty of
those short stages.

Pretty much everything about this game screams the early days of Intellivision and Atari 2600 titles, just with a crisp
presentation and a limited .MIDI soundtrack that sounds like a Punk song turned eight-bit against simple effects. The
other dramatic alteration is more of a cosmetic one that lies within the Options menu, which manipulates the colors on
screen. You have your traditional black and white\/white and black appearance, but there's also a "changing hues",
"rainbow", both of which are about the same thing, and finally "seizure", complete with a justified warning due to the
intense strobe light effect it creates.

But, all this said, is it fun? Well, it all depends. Are you looking for something relatively simple but with a growing
difficulty curve? If so, then Dodge is something you'll get a kick out of. The main killing point is that this release costs
two dollars US at this point. While it does offer a good amount of replay value thanks to "Infinity" mode, the game
itself does get incredibly repetitive pretty quick. Plus, knowing it was developed in forty-eight hours does make you feel
as though you're being a bit overcharged. If you're tired of long, convoluted stories with complex controls and just
want something simple you can pick up and play, Dodge is worth grabbing, though worth waiting for a sale on if you
can't justify paying the full price given the aforementioned blog post description dismissing an extensive development
regime.

Overall Score: 6.5\/10. It's a nice game, but there's hardly any game time... I mean, I accidentally left it running for a day,
so it recorded as 9 hours, but I think it's closer to 1,5-2 hours of gameplay. Bit disappointing, especially for the price. Looks
good though and it's a good game, so get it on sale!. Lost Dimension. This game is made by FURYU and published by
Ghostlight. IMHO, Ghostlight has the talent to publish games like hidden gems. Lost Dimension was originally released as a
PS VITA platform. The game itself is already proven to be somewhat good. Especially, this Steam PC version is a perfect
porting with improved version of VITA.

This game deserves a lot of attention because of its innovative system and action. The key to this game is 'betrayer and
voting'. Players struggle with their peers to prevent the end of the world. But among these colleagues, there is a traitor. The
game system is really unique in that this traitor is randomly set as the game plays. And as such traitors are associated with
the voting system, the game becomes more exciting.

Gameplay itself is also quite impressive. All characters have unique and special skills. Trying one by one is another pleasure
in this game. The battle is turn based. Moreover, because action is gorgeous, there is no time to be bored. Because of the
variety of skills, it is fun to nurture your characters. Story volume is also sufficient. Especially, the game title symbolizes the
story well. Furthermore, in order to reach a true ending, the player needs to start a second game. So even though it is an RPG
game, there are some replay values too. The story is definitely exciting. You can expect it.

To sum it up, Lost Dimension is a hidden masterpiece with innovative systems. All characters are special & attractive. The
story is quite interesting. Considering its price, you will not regret buying this game. Highly recommended!

*Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator) ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/
https://youtu.be/9nULDJW9zvg
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